
The POWER of YES  
See the video at: www.youtube.com/aaflightattendants  

 
Title: The following is an important message from your Negotiators. … 
 

Jeff Pharr (MIA): We’ve been negotiating with this company for two years now. They no more respect or 
appreciate the hard work and dedication we bring to this company today than they did when they made their 
empty promises in 2003. 
 

Anne Loew (JFK): The goal of your Negotiating Team since the beginning has been to reach an agreement, 
an agreement that recognizes the sacrifices we’ve made and continue to make. You’ve told us what is 
important to you. Throughout the process we have bargained in good faith to achieve the goal. 
 

Dixie Daniels (LGA): American claims they want an agreement but their actions demonstrate otherwise. 
 

Jaimie McNeice (SFO): They’ve stonewalled, took serious liberties with the truth by presenting cost-outs that 
were repeatedly inconsistent and changed the value of items with each proposal. They’ve even reneged on 
some of their proposals altogether. We’ve spent more than 1000 hours at the bargaining table. Once again the 
company came to us for solutions to their problems. 
 

Clinton Breen (IOR): In response, we’ve spent countless hours developing groundbreaking proposals to 
improve Flight Attendant quality of life while keeping the airline competitive. Management continually 
stonewalled our ideas –and/or rejected them altogether—in favor of additional concessions.  
 

Becky Kroll (DFW): Our frustrations intensified as the company continually came to the table unprepared, 
taking days and sometimes weeks to respond to our proposals and requests for information. 
 

Mario St. Michel (JFK): They had excuse after excuse for not having the information we requested. The 
company’s actions this past March, by walking out of mediated talks, only echoed their misconduct for the past 
two years. 
 

Ray Baylis (IOR): The company’s made it clear that they want these negotiations to last as long as possible. 
The company saves one million dollars a day keeping us strapped to the current agreement. That’s more than 
two billion dollars to date.  
 

Steven Ellis (JFK): Two billion dollars to date. In 2003 it took a mere 17 days to gut our then industry-leading 
contract by slashing our pay and work rules, all with the promise that if everyone shared the pain we would 
eventually share in the gains. It’s been over seven years now and we’re still feeling the pain, but only the 
executives are receiving the gains. This month they will again take their multi-million dollar bonuses. 
 

Sam Morales (DFW): Meanwhile, we continue struggling to pay our mortgages and support our families. It’s 
clear the only way American Airlines will take us seriously is with the threat of a strike or other legal job action. 
 

Diana Dunn (DFW): To move the process forward, we have asked the National Mediation Board for a release 
into a 30-day cooling off period. While we await the decision of the NMB … 
 

Jeff Pharr (MIA): … a strike ballot has been mailed to all Flight Attendants. An overwhelming YES vote will tip 
the balance of power to our side by making American face the probability of a crippling job action. 
 

Kathy Lord-Jones (DFW): Voting YES on the strike ballot does not set the strike in motion or mean that we 
will definitely go on strike. It does, however, present the threat. 
 

Anne Loew (JFK): And the threat is as powerful, if not more so, than the strike itself. The Power of YES vote 
will send a very strong message to management that we are unified and have a common purpose to repel the 
company’s demand for a concessionary contract and to achieve an agreement that significantly improves our 
pay, benefits and work rules. We need the Power of YES. 
 

It’s OUR TURN now and WE WILL NOT BACK DOWN. Vote Y ES! 
- - - - - 
(Strike Authorization Ballots were mailed on April 19, 2010. If you have not received your ballot within a 
sufficient amount of time, please email the ballot committee at: ballot@apfa.org [or call 817.540.0108 ext. 
8311]. Voting must be completed by 10:00 AM Central time on Wednesday, May 19, 2010.) 


